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EnCor Funds SICAV, a.s. is a fund of qualified investors. Only a fully qualified investor within the meaning of ACT 272 of law no.240/2013 Sb., On Investment Companies and
Investment Funds, can become an investor in the Fund. The investment company reminds investors that the value of the investment in the fund may vary, and the return of
the originally invested amount of money is not guaranteed. Historic fund performance does not guarantee same or higher performance in the future. Investment in the fund
is designed to yield returns in medium and long-term horizon and is therefore not suitable for short-term speculation. Potential investors should, in particular, consider
specific risks that may arise from the investment objectives of the Fund as set out in itsStatute. Investment objectives are reflected in the recommended investment horizon,
as well as in fees and costs of the fund. Key Information about the Fund (KID ) is available atwww.avantfunds.com/information-i nfo/ or www.encorfunds. com. In paper form,
the information can be obtained at AVANT Investment Company, a.s., ROHAN BUSINESS CENTER, Rohanské nábřeží671/15 (reception B), 186 00 Praha 8. This information is
informative only and does not constitute a proposal for conclusion of a contract or public offer according to the provisions of the Civil Code.
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Turnover in the portfolio picked up during the month of March, due to inflows and also the maturity of two positions: the variable rate
bonds we held of Slovak-based real estate player HB Reavis and the Czech-Slovak conglomerate Penta 2021 bonds both paid out. The
Fund no longer holds positions in these names. We a cquired two new positions, in the 2027 bonds of Czech armaments producer Ceska
Zbrojovka Group and in the new 2026 issue of real estate developer Finep Barrandov.

We reduced the position in the very short term reverse repurchase agreement secured by the Wood Retail Fund, while increasing our
smaller position in the very short term reverse repo backed by Wood & Company Financial Services. Further diversifying investments are
expected in April. The running yield of the Fund dropped to 3.56% at March month-end, with the monthly return standing at +0.25%.

Global credit markets steadied in March and into April as the selling pressure seen earlier in the year abated. Markets have by now priced
in the probability of a rise in inflation readings in G10 countries in the coming months and credit investors must now wait until the
summer before it becomes more clear whether this inflation spike turns into something more enduring. Only in the case that the “COVID-
19 reopening” recovery, the huge fiscal stimulus applied in the US and elsewhere or another shock sustaining this higher inflation will G10
government bond markets react by pricing in more future interest rate hikes. Government bond yields would rise in this case, putting
widening pressure on credit “spreads”. Those “spreads”, the gap between the yields on credits and government bond yields, are very
narrow compared to history and are thus not pricing in much risk.

Czech government bond prices and yields also steadied in the last few weeks. CPI inflation registered at 2.3% year-on-year in March,
though the market expects a higher reading in April. Interest rate hikes from Central Banks in other Emerging Markets continued in March
and April, indicating that monetary authorities elsewhere are cognizant of the inflation risk. Czech economic data for Q1 indicate the
impact of the latest COVID-19 “lockdown” phase, with February retail sales down -5.8% year-on-year and overall GDP growth
expectations for Q1 in negative figures. The Czech export sector remains the one brighter spot.
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